Pose invariant object detection and classification plays a critical role in robust image recognition systems and can be applied in a multitude of applications, ranging from simple monitoring to advanced tracking. This paper analyzes the usage of the Bag of Words model for recognizing objects in different scales, orientations and perspective views within cluttered environments. The recognition system relies on image analysis techniques, such as feature detection, description and clustering along with machine learning classifiers. For pinpointing the location of the target object, it is proposed a multiscale sliding window approach followed by a dynamic thresholding segmentation. The recognition system was tested with several configurations of feature detectors, descriptors and classifiers and achieved an accuracy of 87% when recognizing cars from an annotated dataset with 177 training images and 177 testing images.
Introduction
Pose invariant object detection is a critical component in automated systems that require robust detection and classification of classes of objects within cluttered environments. It also plays a pivotal role on extracting information from images by providing the classification of the objects along with their position. Given its generalization properties, this kind of systems can be adapted to a multitude of tasks, and an efficient implementation could be used in real-time applications.
Several approaches were suggested over the years, ranging from the more computationally intensive solutions that compare patches of the image to a database of objects in several poses, to the more efficient techniques that uses classifiers to try to detect several variations of the target object [1] [2] [3] . This paper focuses on the later and provides an analysis of the application of the Bag of Words model to object detection and classification.
The system relies on an initial setup phase for training a classifier that later on can be used for recognizing the target objects. It starts by building a visual vocabulary using the feature descriptor clusters of the training images. This vocabulary represents characteristic structures of the target object and will be used as the n-dimensional descriptor space to describe an image. Using this vocabulary, a database of samples is built for training a machine learning classifier. This classifier creates a descriptor model that later on can be employed to detect the target object in test images. After the setup of the recognition system, the detection of the target objects along with their location in the image relies on a sliding window technique [4] . This approach uses the trained classifier to scan the image with windows of different size. In the end, a voting mask with the probable locations of the targets is retrieved and in conjunction with a dynamic thresholding method the locations are extracted. This approach achieved promising results and can be used to recognize objects in different perspective views even if they are within cluttered environments. To allow the fine tuning of the system configuration, several feature detector and descriptors can be selected in conjunction with a range of machine learning classifiers.
In the following section it will be presented a brief overview of other approaches that can be used to perform pose invariant object recognition. Later on, Sect. 3 will provide a detailed description of the implemented system. Then, the results along with the respective analysis will be discussed in Sects. 4, 5 and 6. Finally, Sect. 7 will give a brief set of conclusions and possible future work.
Related Work
There are numerous approaches for detecting objects that can appear in several perspective views. Ranging from the very simple template matching to highly advanced systems relying on point cloud perception. The most basic method to perform pose invariant object detection is template matching. In this method, a database of images taken from several points of view is used to scan the test image and try to detect the target object. The problem of this approach is that it requires the image to be scanned with this database in several scales and orientations, which causes it to be very inefficient.
To solve the scale and orientation problem [5] , feature detection and description algorithms can be used [6] . In this approach the database is only scanned once. Moreover, since the feature detection describes the image as feature points, the size of data to be compared is reduced drastically, and as a result, it is orders of magnitude more efficient than template matching. In this method, it is critical that the matching of descriptors is filtered in order to remove outliers, using for example a ratio test [5] or a homography computed using Random Sample Consensus. Other approaches suggest the construction of an Implicit Shape Model [3] , that takes into consideration the relative position of interesting structures in the target object, in order to build a 3D representation that can then be used to recognize the intended objects. Other methods use image strip features [7] to speed up recognition by focusing in structural parts of the target object or even Haar wavelets and edge orientation histograms [8] .
For recognition of specific 3D objects, a more advanced approach using point clouds matching can be used. In this technique, 3D point clouds are matched using algorithms such as the Iterative Closest Point [9] . Besides recognizing the object, this method also allows the identification of the position of the camera in relation to the target object. However, this approach may not be suitable for general classification of objects, because it was designed to search for a particular 3D geometry. Moreover, it takes considerable computation time to extract 3D point clouds from images, unless the point clouds are retrieved directly from the environment using 3D sensors (such as LIDARs).
After reviewing the existing approaches, it was clear that an efficient and general recognition system should rely on machine learning algorithms in order to be able to successfully recognize the intended category of objects within cluttered environments. One way to implement such system is by employing the bag of words model in conjunction with classifiers. As shown in [10] , this approach has promising results and good efficiency.
Recognition System
The recognition system is comprised with a setup phase, in which a classifier is trained with samples built with a visual vocabulary, and a recognition phase, in which the classifier is used to identify new instances of the target objects. In the next sections it will be provided a detailed description of the main steps required to successful recognize categories of objects in cluttered environments.
Preprocessing
To improve the detection of good features and ensure that the system has robust recognition even when the images have considerable noise, a preprocessing step was applied. In a first phase, most of the noise was removed using a bilateral filter. This filter was chosen because it preserves the edges of the image blobs, which are very valuable structures in the detection of feature points. After the noise was reduced, a Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) filter was applied to increase the contrast. This can improve the recognition of the system when the images are taken in low light environments. This technique has better results over the simple histogram equalization because it can be applied to images that have areas with high and low contrast and also limits the spread of the noise. Finally, the brightness was adjusted to correct images that were too dark or too bright.
Visual Vocabulary
The Bag of Words model [1] had its inception in the document classification realm, but its concepts can be extended to image recognition by treating image features as words. As such, a visual vocabulary must be built from the target objects feature descriptors. In this stage, each image in the vocabulary image list set is preprocessed, and for each ground truth mask of the target objects, it is computed the feature points and their associated descriptors. These extracted descriptors are then grouped using the k-means clustering algorithm in order to obtain the visual words of the vocabulary. There are several algorithms to select features from images. The supported feature detectors are SIFT, SURF, GFTT, FAST, ORB, BRISK, STAR and MSER. For describing these features there is also several algorithms that aim to be scale and rotation invariant. The supported feature descriptors are SIFT, SURF, FREAK, BRIEF, ORB and BRISK. The matching of these descriptors can be performed using either a brute force or a heuristic approach. In the brute force approach, each descriptor in the image is compared with all descriptors in the reference image to find the best correspondence. In the heuristic approach (that relies on the FLANN library), several optimizations are employed to speed up the computations. These optimizations can be related to the appropriate selection of which descriptors to match, and to the use of efficient data structures to speed up the search (such as k-d trees).
Training Samples
Before a classifier can be used, it must be trained with several annotated samples of the target objects. As such, a training database was built using the vocabulary of the visual words computed earlier. In this stage, each manually annotated image of the training set list is preprocessed, its feature points are computed and separated into the corresponding classes (target or background) according to the ground truth masks. These manually annotated masks specify if a region belongs to the target objects or the background (shown in Fig. 1 right image as red and black respectively). After having the segmented keypoints, it is computed the associated descriptors and the visual vocabulary is built. The results are a set of normalized histograms of the visual words present in each training image, associated with the corresponding labels, that will inform the classifier which class the training samples belong to (target or background).
Classifier Training
After having the training samples, a classifier can be trained in order to build a model of the distribution of the target object visual words descriptors. This model can then be used to predict with acceptable accuracy if the target objects are in an image or not. There are several machine learning classifiers to perform object recognition. The included classifiers are Support Vector Machines, Artificial Neural Networks, Normal Bayes Classifiers, Decision Trees, Boosting, Gradient Boosting Trees, Random Trees and Extremely Randomized Trees.
Object Recognition
For achieving scale invariant object recognition it was implemented a sliding window technique with Regions of Interest (ROI) with several sizes. In this method the image is scanned with ROIs from left to right and from top to bottom in a column by column and row by row approach. In order to be scale invariant, the image is scanned several times with a increasing ROI size and the ROI movement increment was carefully chosen for ensuring overlapping of successive ROIs. During the image scanning, the trained classifier is used to evaluate if the target object is present or not within each image ROI. If the classifier predicts that the object is within the ROI with high confidence, then the voting mask cells within the ROI are incremented. In the end of the image scanning, the voting mask are used in conjunction with a dynamic thresholding method to pinpoint where are the target objects in the image. After having the image binarized into target and background classes, a blob detection algorithm is used to retrieve the bounding boxes of the target regions.
Evaluation of Results
To evaluate the results of the object recognition system, an image test set was used, in which the computed voting masks were compared with the target objects ground truth masks (in the right side of Fig. 1 is an example of a ground truth mask for the left side image).
In this stage, each pixel in the computed voting masks was compared to the ground truth masks, in order to see if the result was a true positive (correctly detected that there was a target object), true negative (correctly labeled background), false positive (incorrectly labeled background as belonging to a target object) or false negative (missed regions that belonged to the target objects and were labeled as background). With each of these measures acquired for each test image, the accuracy, precision and recall was computed.
To allow fast testing of the system, it was implemented an automatic evaluation module that analyzes all the test images and collects both intermediate and final results. 
Methodology
The results were collected using a Clevo P370EM, with an i7-720QM CPU, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680M GPU and 16 GB of RAM DDR3 (1600 MHz).
It was used the Graz-02 dataset of car images, from which it was retrieved 177 images to build the vocabulary and the training samples, and another 177 images for testing the recognition system.
The visual vocabularies were built with a 1000 word size, and all the intermediate results (vocabulary, training samples, and classifiers) were saved to xml files to speedup future uses of the system.
The OpenCV algorithms were used with the default parameters with the exception of the SVM classifier, in which the maximum number of iterations was set to 100000. Also, the Artificial Neural Networks were configured to have 20 neurons in the intermediate layer. Moreover, for binary descriptors, the FLANN matcher was modified to use the multi probe LSH index search, and the BFMatcher to use Hamming distances.
The sliding window technique used 482 regions of interest per image. These patches start at 20% of the image size, and after each scan of the image, (in which the patch moves at 25% increments of its own size), the patch grows 10% (in relation to the image size).
Results
In Figs. 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7 and 8 and Tables 1 and 2 are presented some representative results of the recognition of the target objects in several perspective views and in different types of environments. On the right side of the images it is presented the voting masks. These masks start with count 0 (black) and every time a classifier predicts that the target object is present in that ROI, the pixels in the masks are incremented (becoming increasingly brighter in the images). As such, brighter regions indicate that a lot of ROIs were marked as containing the target object, and with a dynamic threshold, it can be extracted the regions in the image in which the target objects reside (presented as an overlaid yellow rectangle on the left images, along with the detected keypoints as colored circles).
Analysis of Results
In Tables 1 and 2 it is shown the detailed results that were obtained in the testing of the recognition system. It is presented both the recognition performance and From the analysis of the results, it can be seen that the best accuracy (87.4%) was achieved by combining the STAR feature detector, the SIFT feature extractor, the FLANN matcher and the Artificial Neural Network classifier. This can be attributed to the superior feature description of the SIFT algorithm due to its scale and orientation invariance, and to the fact that the Neural Network classifier can achieve better generalization of models. Nevertheless, the second best accuracy result (85.5%), which was achieved with the STAR feature detector, the SURF feature extractor, the FLANN matcher, and the Support Vector Machine classifier, was 5 times faster to analyze all the test images. This is greatly due to the application of a faster feature extractor (SURF), and the usage of the more efficient classifier (the SVM shifted the computation time to the training stage, in which it was more than 1300 times slower than the best result, but since this is computed only once, it is an acceptable cost for the overall usage of the system).
From the output of the system it can also be seen that the preprocessing stage helped in the selection of better feature points by reducing the noise and correcting the contrast and brightness. This can be seen in the Fig. 9 , in which the mud in the car was reduced and the pavement was smoothed. 
Conclusions
The presented Bag of Words approach to pose invariant object recognition has shown promising results and good versatility to handle different shapes of cars in different views. Its efficiency, accuracy and flexibility make it a viable solution for recognition of classes of objects with variable geometry.
The clustering of descriptors obtained with scale and rotation invariance significantly contributed to the accuracy and robustness of the recognition and in conjunction with the versatility of the bag of words model, allowed the system to recognize the target objects within cluttered environments.
These results can be further improved if a more advanced and precise location detection algorithm is used (instead of the sliding window approach). This can be achieved by either improving this method, or by considering its result as an initial step in identifying the target objects. For example, the peak in the voting mask could be used has the centroid of a more advanced segmentation technique, in order to retrieved the real location and contour of the target objects.
